our sacred sites

The Fire Temple

The Spirit Temple Deck

Nestled in a circle of local stones, the Fire
Temple is entered through a dramatic ten
foot flaming archway sculpted by California
artist, Megan Beecher, aka Sacred Flame.
The unique, natural setting of this temple
makes it a perfect space for initiations or
rites of passage – such as a fire walking
ceremony.

Overlooking panoramic views of the
surrounding mountains, The Spirit Temple
Deck is large enough for a gathering of
60 people. At nearly 4,000 feet high, this
is the destination of choice for ceremonies
at sunrise and sunset. Star-gazing and
astrology classes are conducted here –
and it’s a lovely place to read or meditate.

The Blue Star Labyrinth

The Healing Garden

Deeper into the Sanctuary forest, The
Star Labyrinth is a large gathering space
to host an inner beloved workshop or a
sacred union ceremony for up to 80
people. Walk through the labyrinth as a
group or solo to explore your inner landscape. This sacred site is a place where
you can see the sky and surrounding
mountains from a clearing in the woods.

A failing pond in the heart of the Sanctuary
has recently been beautifully transformed
into a cascading stream with a Celestial
Gazebo with a mandala painting on the
inside ceiling, and additional plantings.
All who enjoy the Garden through their
six senses will benefit from its healing
powers. Picture perfect for a small wedding or intimate commitment ceremony.

The Star Tetrahedron

The Stone Medicine Wheel

In a remote part of the property sits The
Star Tetrahedron, a 3-dimensional portal
where groups (up to 15 people) or individuals can pray, meditate, engage in
ceremony, manifest dreams, or engage
in “as above or so below” teachings. The
Star Tetrahedron is a vortex designed to
allow you to engage your spirit guides
from star origins and elsewhere.

At the very peak of the Sanctuary is the
55’ diameter Stone Bear Tribe Medicine
Wheel. Each of the 27 ancient stones
weighs between 1500-2000 pounds and
is guarded by bear and wolf statues. The
Medicine Wheel is host to ritual, prayer,
and teachings – and is the best site to
commune with the eagles and hawks
and see for miles and miles..

The Sweat Lodges

The Sanctuary Collection

There are multiple Sweat Lodges within
the Sanctuary that echo the purification
ceremonies performed in Native American
and Central American cultures. Experienced on site facilitators perform these
ceremonies or a group’s trained outside
facilitator may also act as water pourer.
Each Sweat Lodge comfortable seats
about 15 people.

Inside the Sanctuary is a collection of
altar cloths, divine imagery, and sacred
objects. Visitors are welcome to use these
items to build focal points to serve their
intention and ceremony. As visitors to the
Illuminated Heart Sanctuary explore the
land, mini-altars appear throughout,
adorned for impromptu ceremony as the
spirit flows.

